
GUEST BATHS 2016

be my guest.
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EDITORIAL

Many guest bathrooms suffer from the reputation that they can only fulfil their purpose and nothing more. But we at 

burgbad know that every room in your home deserves to be something special – especially when it is for the exclusive 

use of your guests.

In this brochure, you will find countless ideas that turn guest bathrooms into a place to feel at home. Clever solutions 

and functions that make plenty of space out of very little room. Surfaces, colours and shapes that fit aesthetically into 

your home environment. Ranges that surprise and allow you to give a proud answer when your guests ask “Excuse me, 

where is the bathroom?”.

Be inspired.
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Jörg Loew
CEO
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EVERY OPTION 
Too small, poorly dimensioned and 
out of the way: many spaces present 
their owners with big challenges 
when it comes to planning or 
renovating the guest bathroom. That 
is why, even for the tiniest space, 
burgbad offers you plenty of options 
and solutions for creating a place 
that will leave a lasting impression 
on your guests. Be it corner solutions, 
clever storage space or a design that 
makes the room bigger, with our 
stylish bathroom furniture ranges, 
you can offer your visitors more than 
just a warm welcome.

OPTICAL ILLUSIONS 
Use light-coloured paints, wallpaper 
and tiles. This makes even the 
smallest bathroom look larger and 
more inviting.

USE MIRRORS
Your guests won‘t be the only ones 
who enjoy a large mirror – it will 
also make the bathroom itself seem 
signifi cantly larger and brighter.

LIGHTING
Pleasant LED light – for example as 
an illuminated mirror – creates an 
inviting atmosphere.

GOOD PLANNING 
Those who pay attention to 
arranging every object in the guest 
WC in a logical way right from 
the planning stage will enjoy more 
space later on. 

5 CLEVER IDEAS FOR SMALL BATHROOMS

1. 4.

2.

3.

5.
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Essento Ceramic washbasin incl. vanity unit SFEE043 / 74 x 27 x 43 cm
illuminated mirror SIHO040 / 80 x 3,8 x 40 (Dimensions: height x depth x width)

Versatile
CHARACTER

Essento has many faces to show to you and your guests. It is minimal in its 
material thicknesses, minimalist in its shapes and functional inside – like the 
wonderfully practical fl oor unit, which can simply be docked and subtly hides 
details like rolls of toilet paper.

Essento Ceramic washbasin incl. vanity unit SFEF067 / 74 x 27 x 67 cm
illuminated mirror SIHO040 / 80 x 3,8 x 40 (Dimensions: height x depth x width)
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Iveo Mineral cast washbasin incl. vanity unit and LED-lighting of vanity unit 
SFGX044 / 69 x 31 x 44 cm (Dimensions: height x depth x width)

Successful
LOOK

Impressive as a whole and cleverly thought out to the tiniest detail. In 
small rooms in particular, Iveo‘s practical and aesthetic strengths come 
to the fore. And the ingenious interior of the compact fl oor unit offers a 
huge amount of storage space for everything you don‘t want on show 
in the attractive open shelving elements.

Iveo Mineral cast washbasin incl. vanity unit SFFZ044 / 69 x 31 x 44 cm
illuminated mirror SIEG040 / 80 x 2,6 x 40 
(Dimensions: height x depth x width)
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Bel Glass washbasin incl. vanity 
unit SEUE042/ 49,5 x 2,7 x 42 cm, 
illuminated mirror SIGG040 / 
60 x 3,2 x 40 cm 
(Dimensions: height x depth x width)

Perhaps you would prefer 
something more unusual? Why 
not choose a glass wash basin 
and experiment with the 
countless modules and elements?

Do you love to enchant your 
guests down to the very last 
detail? Bel is made for you. 
Thanks to its fascinating 
spectrum of creative solutions 
– like the wonderfully slimline 
mineral cast wash basin – you 
can let your imagination run 
wild with the fi ttings.

Beautifully
VERSATILE

Bel Mineral cast washbasin incl. 
vanity unit SEDP042 / 
49,5 x 27 x 42 cm, illuminated 
mirror SIGG040 / 60 x 3,2 x 40 cm 
(Dimensions: height x depth x width)

Beautifully
CLEAR
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Chiaro Mineral cast washbasin incl. vanity unit  SFAI041 / 50 x 2,6 x 41 cm 
illuminated mirror SICH040 / 90 x 4,7 x 40 cm (Dimensions: height x depth x width)

You often cannot see at fi rst 
glance just how functional a 
guest bathroom solution can be.
Risk a second look and discover 
Chiaro‘s visor-like handle 
recesses, which give the 
bathroom furniture both a 
soothing glow and ingenious 
added value.

Bel Mineral cast washbasin incl. 
vanity unit SEEK051 / 
57 x 27,5 x 51 cm, illuminated 
mirror SIEF040 / 80 x 3,8 x 40 cm 
(Dimensions: height x depth x width)

Bel is just refreshingly charming, 
simple and wonderfully fl exible 
all over. The fully-formed cast 
mineral wash basin teamed with 
a subtle fl oor unit – everything 
you need for an extraordinary 
guest bathroom solution.

Beautifully
SIMPLE

Clear
DESIGN
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Pli Mineral cast washbasin incl. vanity unit SEAC060 / 55 x 32 x 60 cm
illuminated mirror SIAD036 / 75 x 12,4 x 36 (Dimensions: height x depth x width)

Pli is the proof: naturalness 
is the latest trend. For you, it 
means the creative freedom to 
create a completely harmonious 
atmosphere. Your guests will 
love it – like the mineral cast 
basin with its fl owing lines, as 
an extraordinarily beautiful 
indent.

Why just furnish your guest 
bathroom, when you can truly 
transform it? With its subtle 
design, soothing shapes and 
wide range of colour and 
material options, Crono  makes 
it almost a must.

Everything
IN FLUX

Naturally
SIMPLE

Crono Mineral cast washbasin incl. 
vanity unit SECB050C / 45,5 x 
27,9 x 50 cm (Dimensions: height x 
depth x width)
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Cala 2.0 Mineral cast washbasin incl. vanity unit SEPZ054 /
60 x 36,5 x 54 cm, illuminated mirror SIGQ050 / 80 x 2,6 x 
50 cm (Dimensions: height x depth x width)

Cala 1.0 Mineral cast washbasin incl. vanity unit WTU040M / 
47 x 33 x 40,6 cm, illuminated mirror LS0450 / 90 x 5,4 x 45 cm 
(Dimensions: height x depth x width)

Wow
EFFECT 1.0

Do you want to surprise your guests? With the arch shapes of the Cala 1.0 fl oor unit, you can. The 
solid rod handle also gives it added value that is both convenient and practical.

This asymmetric wash basin is 
beautifully unusual. That makes 
it all the more impressive in 
your guest bathroom – 
surprising you with a generous 
fl oor unit and lots of striking 
details.

Wow
EFFECT 2.0
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Sinea 2.0 Mineral cast washbasin incl. vanity unit SFHB067 / 
40,7 x 38 x 67 cm (Dimensions: height x depth x width)

Engaging
ACCENTS

Simply extraordinary, in a wonderfully pleasant way. That is Sinea. Be it 
staged with strong colours or held back in subtle shades, the wash basin set 
with its curved front and asymmetric opening is a real treat for the eyes and 
the hands. Bathroom furniture that touches the senses with every movement, 
even on the shortest trip to the bathroom. Sinea is simply sensuous.Sinea 2.0 Mineral cast washbasin incl. vanity unit SFHB067 / 40,7 x 38 x 67 cm

illuminated mirror SIHT040 / 80 x 3,6 x 40 (Dimensions: height x depth x width)
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Sinea 1.0 Mineral cast washbasin 
incl. vanity unit WTU065E / 43 x 
29 x 65,6 cm, illuminated mirror 
LS0651 / 65 x 5,4 x 65 cm 
(Dimensions: height x depth x width)

Black fronts, a wash basin 
made from white mineral cast – 
Sinea‘s variety can be twisted 
and turned however you like, 
with a huge range of shapes, 
functions, details and surfaces.

With a beautiful bathroom, 
you can make a statement. 
One your guests will notice. A 
shining white fl oor unit meets 
a wash basin made from black 
glass – united in curved shapes 
reminiscent of the element of 
water.

Black
AND WHITE

White
AND BLACK

Sinea 1.0 Glass washbasin incl. 
vanity unit SELM065 / 41,2 x 29 x 
67 cm, illuminated mirror LS0451 
/ 90 x 5,4 x 45 cm (Dimensions: 
height x depth x width)
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Lavo Mineral cast washbasin incl. vanity unit SEAA060 / 49 x 34 x 60 cm
illuminated mirror SIAG050 / 92 x 3,8 x 50 cm (Dimensions: height x depth x width)

Who says that a wash basin 
always has to have  corners? 
Redefi ne your guest bathrooms 
with Lavo with its slim 
proportions, the rounded 
semi-circles and quarters 
protruding outwards, and a 
groove all the way around 
acting as a handle.

With Ella, your guests might 
well want to spend a little 
longer in the bathroom. After 
all, they will want to take their 
time discovering the curved 
concept with its many loving 
details, like the no-handle fl oor 
units and the LED lamps 
integrated into the mirrors.

Curved
ELEGANCE

All-round
INVITING

Ella Mineral cast washbasin incl. 
vanity unit SEKN052 / 51 x 30 x 
52 cm , illuminated mirror 
SICT045 / 80 x 3,6 x 45 cm 
(Dimensions: height x depth x width)
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cconceptwall Mineral cast washbasin incl. vanity unit SEQA050 / 80 x 41,5 x 50 cm
illuminated mirror SIGQ050 / 80 x 2,6 x 50 cm (Dimensions: height x depth x width)

More Room
TO MANOEUVRE

Treat yourself and your guests to freedom. It comes in the form of countless design 
options with bathroom furniture that looks so light it even seems to fl oat – or 
mineral cast wash basins that exploit every opportunity this fascinating 
material offers.

Experience a bathroom that 
sends your guests time 
travelling. A Baroque solution 
for artistic guest bathrooms, 
Diva impresses with a wash 
basin made from mineral cast, 
precise bevelled edges, strong 
colours and sensuously curved 
metal feet.

Refi ned
LOOK

Diva Mineral cast washbasin incl. 
vanity unit SEAA053 / 85 x 44,5 x 
59 cm, illuminated mirror SIAA053 / 
83 x 6,6 x 53 cm 
(Dimensions: height x depth x width)
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Bel illuminated mirror SIGG040 

Cala 1.0 illuminated mirror LS0450
Ella/Sinea illuminated mirror LS0451

Cala 2.0, cconceptwall illuminated mirror SIGQ050

Chiaro illuminated mirror SICH040 Crono illuminated mirror SIAE050
Lavo illuminated mirror SIAG050

Bel illuminated mirror SIEF040

Bel, Essento, Iveo illuminated mirror SIHO040

Cala 2.0 illuminated mirror SIGP050
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Pli illuminated mirror SIAD036 Sinea illuminated mirror LS0651

Essento illuminated mirror SIHF060 Sinea 2.0 illuminated mirror SIHT040 Sinea 2.0 mirror cabinet SFHC040Iveo illuminated mirror SIEG040

Diva illuminated mirror SIAA053 Ella illuminated mirror SICT045
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PRODUCT OVERVIEW

Welcome to the details. On the following pages we present 
structured information which will help you with your individual 
planning. You are provided with an overview of all gloss and 
matt laquers and surface variations such as real wood, 
thermoform, acrylics and melamine available at burgbad. A 
technical representation of all furniture programmes with exactly 
dimensioned individual pieces of furniture is also included.
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Melamine with long line handle / Melamine front with handle I Carcass: melamine

White matt
F2059/F2062

White matt
F1774/F1775

Hacienda cream
F0935/F0936

Cashmere oak decor
F2168/F2170 

Flanelle oak decor
F2167/F2169

Dark cherry decor
F2060/F2063

Marone truffle decor
F1733/F1734

Hacienda black
F0580/F0583

Handle
Chrome

Long line handle
Chrome

SIHO040 L/R SIGG040 L SEEK051 L/R SEDP042 L/R SEUE042 L/R

Thermoformed front with recessed grip / Thermoformed front with handle I Carcass: melamine

White matt
F2065/F1264

White matt 
F2066/F2073

Hacienda cream
F2068/F2075

Cashmere oak decor
F2172/F2174

Flanelle oak decor
F2171/F2173

Dark cherry decor
F2069/F0588

Marone truffle decor
F2070/F1737

Hacienda black
F2072/F1738

Handle
Chrome

Recessed grip

Lacquered front, matt with recessed grip / Lacquered front, matt with handle I Carcass exterior: lacquered

White high gloss
F0590/F0596

Champagne high gloss
F1219/F1225

Sand high gloss
F1220/F1226

Mint high gloss
F2107/F2110

Old rose high gloss
F2108/F2111

Light red high gloss
F0594/F0600

Aubergine high gloss
F1221/F1227

Reed high gloss
F0591/F0597

Light grey gloss
F1223/F1229

Grey high gloss
F0592/F0598

Grey dark high gloss
F1222/F1228

Aanthracite high gloss
F0933/F0934

Lacquered front, matt with recessed grip / Lacquered front, matt with handle I Carcass exterior: lacquered

White matt
F2077/F2088

Champagne matt
F2078/F2089

Sand matt
F2079/F2090

Mint matt
F2100/F2103

Old rose matt
F2101/2104

Light red matt
F2102/F2105

Aubergine matt
F2081/F2092

Reed matt
F2080/F2091

Light grey matt
F2084/F2095

Grey matt
F2082/F2093

Grey dark matt
F2083/F2094

Aanthracite matt
F2085/F2096

Handle
Chrome

Recessed grip

Small colour variances are material based. Continuous grain pattern not possible with production.

400

430
270

265

50
0

SFAA043 L/R

Merino oak decor
F2809/F2757

Velvet walnut decor
F2808/F2756

Dark oak decor
F2098/F2099

Merino oak decor
F2811/F2759

Velvet walnut decor
F2810/F2758

Dark oak decor
F2071/F0589

80
0

400 38

SIEF040 L/R

Product Overview / Fronts / Handles Fronts / Handles
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Cala 1.0

450

90
0

54

330

47
0

406
406

330

47
0

Thermoformed front I Carcass: melamine

LS0450 WTU040M WTU033M

White high gloss
C40

Basalt grey matt 
F2186

Hacienda cream
F0954

Cashmere oak decor 
F2188

Flanelle oak decor
F2189

Dark cherry decor
F0955

Marone truffle decor
F1723

Hacienda black
C48

Bar handle
Alu glossy C14

Anthracite high gloss
F2187

Handle
Chrome C04

Cala 2.0

80
0

26500 540
365

60
0

520

Thermoformed front I Carcass: melamine

SIGQ050 SEPZ054

Handle
Chrome P95

White high gloss
F1397

Basalt grey matt
F2190

Anthracite high gloss
F2191

Hacienda cream
F1399

Cashmere oak decor 
F2192

Flanelle oak decor
F2193

Dark cherry decor
F1401

Marone truffle decor
F1721

Hacienda black
F1403

Lacquered front high gloss / matt I Carcass exterior: lacquered

White high gloss/matt
F2274/F2258

Sand high gloss/matt
F2276/F2260

Champagne high gl./matt
F2275/F2259

Reed high gloss/matt
F2277/F2261

Light grey gloss/matt 
F2278/F2262

Grey high gloss/matt
F2279/F2263

Grey dark high gloss/matt
F2280/F2264

Small colour variances are material based. Continuous grain pattern not possible with production.

Merino oak decor
F2761

Velvet walnut decor
F2760

Dark oak decor
C46

Dark oak decor
F1402

Velvet walnut decor
F2762

Merino oak decor
F2763

26500

60
0

SIGP050

Product Overview / Fronts / Handles Product Overview / Fronts / Handles

Small colour variances are material based. Continuous grain pattern not possible with production.
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cconceptwall
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500
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80
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46
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500

415

80
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Acrylic front with laser edge I Carcass: acrylic

White high gloss
F1414

Grey high gloss
F1416

Oak natural beige rough 
cut F1417

Oak natural beige rough 
cut F1418

Alaska oak decor
F1419

Vermont oak decor
F1420

SIGQ050 SEQA050 L/R SETW050 L/R 

Melamine front I Carcass: melamine

Lacquered front high gloss / matt I Carcass exterior: lacquered

White high gloss/matt
F1441/F1421

Champagne high gl./matt
F1442/F1422

Sand high gloss/matt
F1443/F1423

Mustard high gloss/matt
F1444/F1424

Old rose high gloss/matt
F1448/F1428

Mint high gloss/matt
F1445/F1425

Green high gloss/matt 
F1446/F1426

Light red high gloss/matt
F1450/F1430

Red high gloss/matt
F1451/F1431

Aubergine high gloss/matt
F1452/F1432

Night blue high gl./matt
F1454/F1434

Reed high gloss/matt
F1455/F1435

Light grey high gloss/matt
F1456/F1436

Grey high gloss/matt
F1457/F1437

Dark grey high gloss/matt 
F1458/F1438

Anthracite high gloss/matt
F1459/F1439

Long line handle
Chrome G0124
White G0125

No handle
G0126

Small colour variances are material based.

Black high gloss
F2743

Batiste oak decor
F2744

cconceptwall

Product Overview / Fronts Fronts / Handles
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Chiaro
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400
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SICH040 SICK040 SFAI041 L/R

Thermoformed front I Carcass: melamine 

White high gloss
F2241

Hacienda cream
F0956

Cashmere oak decor
F2200

Flanelle oak decor
F2201

Dark cherry decor
F0730

Marone truffle decor
F1725

Hacienda black
F0728

Anthracite high gloss
F2199

Basalt grey matt  
F2198

White matt
F1265

Small colour variances are material based. Continuous grain pattern not possible with production.

Velvet walnut decor
F2766

Merino oak decor
F2767

Crono

500

92
0

38

SIAE050 L/R SECB050C SECB027C L/R

32
0

135

45
5

500
279

490

500
279

32
0

135

45
5

490

500
279

71
5

135

85
0

490

SECD027C L/R

Lacquered front high gloss / matt I Carcass exterior: lacquered

White high gloss/matt
F1796/F1786

Champagne high gl./matt
F1797/F1787

Sand high gloss/matt
F1798/F1788

Dark red high gloss/matt 
F1800/F1790

Reed high gloss/matt
F1799/F1789

Light grey high gloss/matt
F2302/F2300

Grey high gloss/matt
F1802/F1792

Dark grey high gloss/matt
F1803/F1793

Anthracite high gloss/matt
F1804/F1794

Black high gloss/matt 
F1805/F1795

Dark brown high gl./matt 
F1801/F1791

Real wood veneer I Carcass exterior: veneer

Light oak fineline
F1810

Authentic oak
F2303

Natural oak
F1806

Natural bamboo
F1811

Walnut cognac
F2304

Walnut natural
F1808

Light grey oak
F1807

Tobacco oak
F1809

Black oak
F1812

Form handle
Chrome G0015

Form handle
Chrome 4340

Bar handle
Alu glossy C14

Bar handle
Chrome G0140
White G0141

no handle
G0000

Small colour variances are material based.

Product Overview / Fronts Product Overview / Fronts / Handles
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Diva

SIAA053 SEAA053 L/R SEAE053 L/R

Lacquered front high gloss I Carcass exterior: lacquered

White high gloss
F0001

High gloss walnut veneer
F0006

Dark red high gloss
F0002

Black high gloss
F0004

Dark brown high gloss
F0003

Real wood veneer I Carcass exterior: veneer

Form handle with glass inlay
Chrome G0023
Brass G0024

Form handle
Chrome G0001
Brass G0002

Ella

80
0

450 36

SICT045 LS0451 SEKN052 L/R

520
300

51
0

256
446

450

90
0

54

Lacquered front high gloss / matt I Carcass exterior: lacquered

White high gloss/matt
F1140/F1135

Champagne high gl./matt
F1704/F1703

Sand high gloss/matt
F1745/F1744

Reed high gloss/matt
F1142/F1137

Light grey high gloss/matt
F1141/F1136

Grey high gloss/matt
F1755/F1754

Dark grey high gloss/matt
F1143/F1138

Small colour variances are material based.

Thermoformed front I Carcass: melamine 

White high gloss
F0884

Hacienda cream
F0902

Cashmere oak decor
F2208

Flanelle oak decor
F2209

Dark cherry decor
F0910

Marone truffle decor
F1729

Hacienda black
F0882

Anthracite high gloss
F2207

Basalt grey matt
F2206

Merino oak decor
F2769

Velvet walnut decort
F2768

Dark oak decor
F0883

Product Overview / Fronts / Handles Product Overview / Fronts / Handles

Small colour variances are material based.
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Essento
80

0

400 38

SIHO040 L/R SIHF060 SFED043 L/R

430

416

50
0

270

600

64
0

25

Thermoformed front I Carcass: melamine 

Hacienda cream
F0904

Cashmere oak decor 
F2160

Hacienda black
F0906

Basalt grey matt 
F2159

Flanelle oak decor
F2161

Dark cherry decor
F0905

Marone truffle decor
F1728

Acrylic front with laser edge I Carcass: acrylic

White high gloss
F0908

Grey high gloss
F1527

Oak natural beige rough 
cut F2162

Oak natural beige rough 
cut F2163

Alaska oak decor
F2164

Vermont oak decor
F2165

Melamine front I Carcass: melamine

Batiste oak decor
F2166

SFEE043 L/R SFEF067 L/R

430

74
0

270

250 408

430

416

74
0

270

Lacquered front high gloss / matt I Carcass exterior: lacquered

White high gloss/matt
F1130/F1125

Champagne high gl./matt
F1708/F1707

Sand high gloss/matt
F1749/F1748

Reed high gloss/matt
F1132/F1127

Light grey high gloss/matt
F1131/F1126

Grey high gloss/matt
F1759/F1758

Dark grey high gloss/matt
F1133/F1128

Long line handle
Chrome G0092

No handle
G0000

Bar handle
Chrome G0090

Handle
Chrome G0149

Merino oak decor
F2771

Velvet walnut decort
F2770

Black high gloss
F2772

Essento

Fronts / HandlesProduct Overview / Fronts 
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Iveo
80

0

400 38

SIHO040 L/R SIEG040 L/R SFFZ044 L/R

290 400
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400

Thermoformed front I Carcass: melamine 

Cashmere oak decor
F2747

Flanelle oak decor
F2834

White high gloss
F2833

Merino oak decor
F2835

Lighting of vanity unitvertical long line handle
Dark grey G0162

vertical long line handle
White G0161

Small colour variances are material based. Continuous grain pattern not possible with production.

Lavo

500

92
0

38

340
600

49
0

44
0

SIAG050 L/R SEAA060 L/R

Lacquered front high gloss / matt I Carcass exterior: lacquered

White high gloss/matt
F0487/F0126

Champagne high gl./matt
F1832/F1826

Sand high gloss/matt
F0493/F1827

Dark red high gloss/matt 
F0488/F0128

Reed high gloss/matt
F0490/F0127

Light grey high gloss/matt
F1833/F1828

Grey high gloss/matt
F0492/F1829

Dark grey high gloss/matt
F1834/F1830

Green high gloss/matt 
F0494/F0129

Natural oak
F0123

Tobacco oak
F0124

Real wood veneer I Carcass exterior: veneer

Small colour variances are material based.

Product Overview / FrontsProduct Overview / Fronts / Handles
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Pli
75

0

360
124

SIAD036 SEAC060 L/R

600

55
0

230

Lacquered front high gloss / matt I Carcass exterior: lacquered

White high gloss/matt
F0135/F1851

Champagne high gl./matt
F1840/F1835

Sand high gloss/matt
F0136/F1852

Reed high gloss/matt
F0496/F1836

Grey high gloss/matt
F0138/F1854

Dark grey high gloss/matt
F1842/F1838

Green high gloss/matt
F0137/F1853

Natural bamboo
F0139

Walnut natural
F0141

Real wood veneer I Carcass exterior: veneer

No handle
G0000

Light grey high gloss/matt
F1841/F1837

Black oak
F2704

Natural oak
F0498

Tobacco oak
F0499

Authentic oak
F2701

Walnut cognac
F2702

Light oak fi neline
F2700

Light grey oak
F2703

Sinea 1.0

450

90
0

54
650

65
0

54
656

190

43
0

650

670
190

41
2

650

LS0451 LS0651 L/R WTU065E L/R SELM065 L/R

Lacquered front high gloss / matt I Carcass exterior: lacquered

White high gloss/matt
F1767/F1760

Champagne high gl./matt
F1768/F1761

Sand high gloss/matt
F1769/F1762

Reed high gloss/matt
F1770/F1763

Light grey high gloss/matt
F1771/F1764

Grey high gloss/matt
F1781/F1776

Dark grey high gloss/matt
F1772/F1765

Thermoformed front I Carcass: melamine 

White high gloss
311

Hacienda cream
F0970

Cashmere oak decor
F2214

Flanelle oak decor
F2215

Dark cherry decor
F0971

Marone truffle decor
F1731

Hacienda black
F0972

Basalt grey matt
F2213

Rail
Chrome

Small colour variances are material based. Continuous grain pattern not possible with production.

Merino oak decor
F2780

Velvet walnut decort
F2779

Product Overview / Fronts / HandlesProduct Overview / Fronts / Handles

Small colour variances are material based.

Dark oak decor
316
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Sinea 2.0

210

80
0

170

400
210

80
0

170

400

335

170
670

40
7

660

40
0

SFHC040 L/R SFHD040 L/R SIHT040 SFHB067 L/R

Lacquered front high gloss / matt I Carcass exterior: lacquered

White high gloss/matt
F2800/F2793

Champagne high gl./matt
F2801/F2794

Sand high gloss/matt
F2802/F2795

Reed high gloss/matt
F2803/F2796

Light grey high gloss/matt
F2804/F2797

Grey high gloss/matt
F2805/F2798

Dark grey high gloss/matt
F2806/F2799

Thermoformed front I Carcass: melamine 

White high gloss
F2783

Hacienda cream
F2785

Cashmere oak decor
F2786

Flanelle oak decor
F2787

Dark cherry decor
F2788

Marone truffle decor
F2789

Hacienda black
F2790

Basalt grey matt
F2782

Small colour variances are material based. Continuous grain pattern not possible with production.

Merino oak decor
F2792

Velvet walnut decort
F2791

White matt
F2781

Anthracite high gloss
F2784

36400

80
0

Long line handle
Frontcolour G0167

Long line handle
Gold G0163
Copper G0164
Platinum G0165
Bronze G0166

No Handle G0126

Product Overview / Fronts

Sinea 2.0

Fronts / Handles
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Energy effi ciency grade

874/2012

Diese Leuchte enthält

eingebaute LED-Lam-

pen.

A

A

++

+

A

B

C

D

E

Die Lampen können in der

Leuchte nicht ausgetauscht

werden.

LED

SFHC040
SFHD040
SICT045
SIEF040
SIEG040
SIGG040
SIGP050
SIGQ050
SIHF060
SIHT040
SIHO040

874/2012

A

A

++

+

A

B

C

D

E

A

Die Leuchte wird verkauft mit

einem Leuchtmittel der Ener-

gieklasse:

Diese Leuchte ist ge-

eignet für Leuchtmittel

der Energieklassen:

A

LS 0450
LS 0451
LS 0651
SIAA053
SICH040

874/2012

A

A

++

+

A

B

C

D

E

Die Leuchte wird verkauft mit

einem Leuchtmittel der Ener-

gieklasse:

Diese Leuchte ist ge-

eignet für Leuchtmittel

der Energieklassen:

A+

SIAE050
SIAG050

874/2012

A

A

++

+

A

B

C

D

E

Die Leuchte wird verkauft mit

einem Leuchtmittel der Ener-

gieklasse: A+

Diese Leuchte ist ge-

eignet für Leuchtmittel

der Energieklassen:

SIAD036

600

32
0

23
0

Pli
Mineral cast washbasin

670

29
0

19
0

656

29
0

19
0

Sinea 1.0
Mineral cast washbasin

Sinea 1.0
Glass washbasin

600

34
0 18
5

Lavo
Mineral cast washbasin

330

40
6

Cala 1.0
Mineral cast washbasin

406

33
0

Cala 1.0
Mineral cast washbasin

279

50
0

Crono
Mineral cast washbasin

500

41
5

500

27
9

510

27
5

cconceptwall
Mineral cast washbasin

Crono
Mineral cast washbasin

Bel
Mineral cast washbasin

420

27
0

410

26
0

420

27
0

Bel
Mineral cast washbasin

Chiaro
Mineral cast washbasin

Bel
Glass washbasin

ORGANIC SQUARE
≥ 

60
0 

m
m

50
0 

- 5
99

 m
m

40
0 

- 4
99

 m
m

< 
39

9 
m

m

Ella
Mineral cast washbasin

520

30
0

540

36
5

26
0

Cala 2.0
Mineral cast washbasin

590

44
5

Diva
Mineral cast washbasin

Washbasin dimensions

430

27
0

Bel / Essento
Ceramic washbasin

Iveo
Mineral cast washbasin

120

3
1
0

440
195 245

318

17
0

670

38
0

370
Sinea 2.0
Mineral cast washbasin
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WARRANTY & QUALITY

burgbad means outstanding quality. Guaranteed.

Five-year warranty
We provide a five-year warranty on your burgbad bathroom furniture 
from the invoice date. Warranty claims are only valid where the furniture 
has been properly installed by a sanitation expert in appropriately solid 
masonry. Showroom pieces, wearing parts and damage caused by 
violent actions or improper treatment or installation are excepted from the 
warranty. This does not affect the statutory warranty rights. Please see the 
warranty certificate for more information.

Real wood fronts
Real wood fronts are produced with veneers made from grown wood. A 
complex process is used to adhere the veneer to the substrate material 
under high pressure, before it is ground and varnished with multiple 
layers. This gives the front its natural character.

Varnished fronts
Varnished fronts are among the highest-quality furniture surfaces. In 
complex production steps, MDF substrate boards are primed, varnished 
multiple times and polished to achieve high sheen.

Melamine fronts
Melamine fronts are boards that are coated across their entire area and 
finished with a thick edge all the way around.

Thermoform fronts
Thermoform fronts are manufactured using a thermo-forming process. 
This process has the advantage of allowing the outer side and the side 
edges to be coated simultaneously, with no join.

Acrylic fronts
Acrylic fronts are high-gloss and create an excellent sense of depth. The 
fully-coated board and the edge are welded together to form a jointless 
unit using innovative laser technology.

Ceramic: A material for the highest standards
Ceramic has been a material offering countless options for millennia. In 
the burgbad production facilities, it is brought together with the technical 
possibilities of the 21st Century. The material‘s outstanding qualities are 
optimised once again as the ground mass is produced, before being 
cast in a wide range of shapes and fired at over 1,200 degrees. The 
result is a material that sets new standards when it comes to its 
durability, the resistance of its surfaces and colours, and its dirt 
repellence.

Mineral cast: A unique look with outstanding properties
The material mineral cast consists of mineral fillers such as
silica sand and rock flour, as well as selected colour pigments. What 
makes it special is its ability to take on almost any shape. Extremely 
accurate production with no joints and a pleasant feel is guaranteed – 
exactly in line with our standards for how our products should look.

Glass: Refined, valuable and natural
Glass is produced from treated shards of recycled glass and the 
natural or nature-identical raw materials silica sand, soda, lime, 
dolomite, feldspar and potash, and is melted at firing temperatures of 
up to 1600°C. Glass is 100% recyclable. Our white-look glass looks 
natural and is coated with two layers of coloured varnish.

Lighting: Staging of the highest standard
Perfect illumination is essential to bring sophisticated design and perfect 
functionality to life in all their forms. The burgbad lighting concepts are 
a treat for the eyes and all the senses. After all, light is quality of life – 
especially when it is used in line with state-of-the-art technological 
aspects. Innovative LED lamps for wash basins or mirrored cabinets that 
produce almost completely glare-free light. For true colours, natural skin 
tones and the endless fascination of colours and surfaces.

Description
The electronic description of our furniture consists of tested parts and complies with the requirements in the CE directives.

German Quality Company
We are members of the „German Furniture Quality Assurance Association e.V.“, an association of furniture manufacturers and 
suppliers.It awards environmentally -friendly quality furniture its seal of approval.Because ,furniture should not only be beautiful, it 
should also be durable and must not harm health.
the „German Furniture Quality Assurance Association“ has all products of their members approved and awarded by neutral instituts 
according to strict regulations of RAL GZ 430. This regulation consists of all actual norms and requires even higher specifications. 

burgbad backs sustainable bathroom furnishings
burgbad orientates its purchasing decisions on verifiable facts showing that the wood materials for the product in question originate 
from ecologically, economically and socially sustainable forests. All our wood materials are from verified sources. At least 70% of the 
wood raw materials we buy are PEFC certified. Wood carrying the PEFC certificate of origin is free from any suspicion of originating 
from illegal logging or exploitation. It is proven to come from forests that are managed in harmony with nature and in line with strict 
criteria – so that they are fully retained for future generations.

Emissions label for furniture
In Germany burgbad achieves best possible classifi cation in the world’s fi rst emission label for furniture.
The DGM emissions label gives you information on emissions of harmful substances at a glance and is intended to protect you against 
negative impacts on your health. The entire range of burgbad furniture is classifi ed in emissions class A. For your safety.

A

der Deutschen 
Gütegemeinschaft Möbel

EMISSIONSKLASSE

Kastenmöbel / free cabinets 
Hersteller-Nr. / manufacturer-no. 

Kollektion / collection / Modell / model

Prüfnummer / control number

A
B
C
D

Emissionsklasse für Möbel nach den Richt- 
linien der Deutschen Gütegemeinschaft  
Möbel e.V. • emission class for furniture 
according to the guidelines of  
Deutsche Gütegemeinschaft Möbel e.V. •  
www.emissionslabel.de

15040

Kollektion 2015/2016

2015040

Energy efficiency

Dirt repellent

PEFC

design service

Warranty
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For more burgbad catalogues, simply order online at www.burgbad.com or by telephone +49(0)8463-901-0

CATALOGUE ORDER 

SYS 20
Designlinien 
2016/2017

Sys20

rc40
Room Concept 
2016/2017

Erst Ihr Traum. Dann Ihr Bad.

DIE NEUE 
RAUMORDNUNG

rc40

SYS 30
Systemprogramm 
2016/2017

Sys30

EqioEqio

Auf die Plätze, 
      fertig, einrichten!
Auf die Plätze, 
      fertig, einrichten!

Eqio

UNSER ZUHAUSE

IVEO 2016

Iveo

SYS 10
Quickship 
2016/2017

SCHNELL. INS BAD.

DAS SCHÖNSTE ALLER ZEITEN.

JETZT.

Sys10

burgbad GmbH, Grafenberg, Morsbacher Straße 15, D-91171 Greding, 
T +49(0)8463-901-0, F +49(0)8463-901-143, info@burgbad.com, www.burgbad.com

KBMGE16  Advice and sale only through specialised sanitary supply retailers. Subject to technical modifications.
Errors and omissions excepted. Colours may vary due to printing process.
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be my guest.


